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By RoyF , December 4, in E39 If so, does it have a crossover built in to split the feeds to the
various speakers, or are there crossovers elsewhere? On bmwtips. Is this correct? If I were to
replace the front speakers, do I need something special with dual voice coils, or is this just a
two way speaker, with the woofer part used by the stereo, and the other for the phone? Anyone
know whether a double-din head-unit will fit? All I can find on google is the odd mention of
depth being an issue. Touring can have an amp in the rear left of luggage compartment. Battery
is in right rear of luggage compartment. Some cars have a sub-woofer which is a black plastic
box above the battery and which can be hinged out of the way for battery access. CD changer if
fitted and amp if fitted may be in equivalent position on the left hand side of car. Two speakers
in the door one low, one next to the mirror with really bad crossover built into the lower speaker
pod in the door. Easy to remove. If you have hi-fi upgrade there may be 3 speakers, the
additional one is in the top of the door, otherwise the grill there is empty. There's no amp
behind the CD changer - I've seen this on other setups, there's also nothing above the battery other than one of my 10" subs I suspect you're right that there may be nothing behind the
speaker grills and the only way I'll know for sure is to have all the grills off and have a nose. I
can't imagine any setup with the current head-unit that will be any good, so an amp or most
likely amps - plural will certainly be used to drive the new door speakers. On the double-din
question, I think I may just have to have it all out, do some measuring and see what will fit. The
improvement in SQ over the stock head unit will be very very impressive. I could almost get
away without my sub using the JVC i bought, but the standard speakers just will not get enough
bass. I've set it up to filter out under Hz as it's not worth them trying. I was just wondering that if
it's close on depth, then I could research to try and find the shallowest double din unit. That
said, I've found one DD unit that's xx wxhxd that looks like it might go in. Failing that, I might go
for a slidey-outey-uppy-flippy-outy-screen. LOL, bloody old peoples lingo. Wondered if you'd
pick me up on that You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new
account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. E39 Search In.
Recommended Posts. Report post. Posted December 4, Does anyone have a diagram of some
sort? Is there an amp somewhere under the dash, external to the head-unit? As you can guess,
it might all be coming out Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. Is this an amp I may
have tucked under the dash somewhere? Sorry about the image size:. Posted December 5, The
amp if you have one, should be located behind the Cd changer. Not sure on touring, but I guess
it the same. Roy - doubtful you have any amps up front. Replacing your front speakers will have
no effect unless you amp them! Trust me on this! Thanks guys. Posted December 6, Sorry
shoulda said - double din will not go. I've checked! Is it the depth or the height that's the
problem? Edit: I've had the radio out and there are two issues: 1. A metal crossmember that
runs up the left side of the enclosure 2. Some plastic ducting running across the bottom at the
back of the enclosure That said, I've found one DD unit that's xx wxhxd that looks like it might
go in. I might go for a slidey-outey-uppy-flippy-outy-screen. Feeling old at Create an account or
sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account
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alarm system in car movement control module, alarm system gradient sensor, alarm system
horn. Audio unit, navigation system control module, audio unit output amplifier, audio unit CD
changer, in-car monitor. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, and
to provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue browsing the site, you agree to the use
of cookies on this website. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. See our Privacy Policy
and User Agreement for details. Published on Oct 29, SlideShare Explore Search You. Submit
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preferences anytime. E39 stereo wiring. Upcoming SlideShare. Like this document? Why not
share! The lost crops of the incas little Embed Size px. Start on. Show related SlideShares at
end. WordPress Shortcode. Fajar Isnanto , Solution Director Follow. Full Name Comment goes
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Actions Shares. No notes for slide. E39 stereo wiring 1. WiringFinally, some meat I spent an
entire day hand twisting 18ga stranded wire into 8 longpairs with various colors. I created
custom RCA cables and wired the amp to crossovers, crossovers towiring harness, using the
hand-rolled twisted pairs. It was a tough job that gave me 7blisters on my two hands, but it was
worth it! My system has absolutely no noise, nointerference, and it looks great. Twisted pair is
the best choice for the car. Just look atwhat BMW used - twisted pair all over the place. I wired
the power for the amp directly from the battery using 8ga Monster Cable powerwire. Thanks
BMW for putting the battery in the trunk! This was a very easy job. I ranthe wiring from the
battery compartment, along the other two monster sized cables underthe right trim panel in the
trunk, and up under the deck to the amp. The ground wire isshort and sheet-metal screwed to
the underside of the rear deck. Be sure to use the sameguage wire for both power and ground.
This minimizes noise. Pin-OutsHere is the detail of the wiring connections I used. Please note
that I only used a subset ofthe available pins because the factory system has 10 individual
loudspeakers. My systemeffectively has 6 since the rear speakers are coaxial. This leaves the 2
front midrangedrivers and the 2 rear tweeters disconnected and unused. I also wired the rear
speakersdirectly from the crossovers, which leaves the rear woofer connections to the
harnessunused as well. No aftermarket companies makewiring harness interface connectors for
the E All of my research showed that they maybe coming out with them, but didnt have them
now. So, it was up to me to make my own. I contacted Amp in Germany to get a matching male
connector to interface with thefemale connector on the factory harness. Even in Silicon Valley I
could not find asuitable connector for this job. So, I was on my own! After coming up empty, my
2. So, I called Amp see references section for contact info and spoke withthe designer of the
part in the car. He gave me the part number for the matchingconnector and I ordered some
samples. I did mention I needed the pins as well andassumed theyd be shipped with the
connector, but with my luck they didnt arrive. Another call, another conversation, and the pins
were on the way. Connections I usedOne thing I have to tell you is Im colorblind. So, referring to
the colors on the wires isnot an option for me. I had a friend map the positions for me so I could
do this withoutassistance. I provide the info I got from Willard Lee for your reference only. Be
sure todouble check all connections before you go with them. I used a digital voltmeter DVM
with a tone setting to identify each speaker wire. I manufactured my own 26 pin connector using
the abovementioned pin shrouded header. The pins are so close together that I had to solder
on6" solid core wire leads, then connect the stranded pairs to these leads. Youre in for atreat
doing this part. Use a pencil point soldering iron, isolate the bottom row of pinsfrom the top row
with something, and be sure to use shrink tubing around each individualconnection to insulate
them from eachother. I suggest buying a few extras in case youmess up. Also, be sure no
solder dripped and connected two or more pins together. Thatwould be really bad! When
connecting RCA plugs to the harness remember that the center post on the RCAplug is the
positive lead from the harness. You just clipped your first slide! Clipping is a handy way to
collect important slides you want to go back to later. Now customize the name of a clipboard to
store your clips. Visibility Others can see my Clipboard. Cancel Save. Unfortunately, our radio
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